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ENGLISH 

Time: 3 Hours Total Marks: 75 

• Answer all questions

Essays ( about 300 words) (2x10=20) 

1. A hard lesson you learnt

2. If you could change someone’s life

Answer the following (2x5 =10) 

3. How does one address patients' spiritual needs

4. Write a letter to your childhood friend to join in the college re-union programme

Do as directed (4x5=20) 

5. How does one take & use anecdotal records ?

6. Construct a conversation between a doctor and a nurse on their usual morning rounds

at the hospital.

7. Punctuate the following

we thank thee for the place in which we dwell for the love that unites us for the peace

accorded us this day for the hope with which we expect the tomorrow and for the work

the health the food and the bright skies that make our life delightful

8. Construct a short story

Dark night ___ no moon in the sky ___ stormy weather ___ wind blowing heavily ___ 

creepy sounds___ sound of glass breaking __ a shriek ___ calmness descends ___ 

sound of foot steps ____ power failure ____ pitch dark ____ a hand on his throat. 

Short notes (5x3=15) 

9. What is the legal importance of nurses' notes?
10. Give the meaning of the words in pairs & make your own sentences:

• Buy – by • Cell – sell • Cereal – serial

11. What are the keys to better patient discharge?

12. What is the difference between weak and week?

13. Exhibit a notice from the electricity department regarding ‘Safety Rules’.

P.T.O 



Do as directed         (5x1=5) 

14. He ran away as quickly as he ___ (can) because he _____ (to be) afraid (choose the 

correct tense from) 

15. The boy broke the chair (change the voice) 

16. He did not succeed _____ he worked hard (use a joining word) 

17. He spoke ____ me ______ Urdu (use appropriate Preposition)  

18. You ____ be punctual (Add suitable modal auxiliary) 

Correct the following sentences (5x1=5) 

19. The house with its contents, were insured. 

20. The novelist and poet are dead. 

21. Gold and silver is precious metals. 

22. The class are full of boys. 

23. The committee are divided on one minor point. 
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